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You Make Great Cabinets

We Protect Your Cabinets
Protect your finish without roll foam

QuikPACK utilizes single face corrugated with a nonabrasive poly liner to protect your cabinets without the
additional step of using roll foam.

Reduce Packaging Labor Costs

One QuikPACK station with a two man crew can pack up to
100 cabinets per hour. Preprogrammed sizes speed up the
process by eliminating guesswork. The use of an optional
bar code scanner allows the QuikPack machine to dispense
the correct roll height and material length every time.

Works with any cabinet up to 42”

Package and protect your entire product line. The
QuikPACK system can be programmed to dispense the
exact amount of material needed to cover the entire
perimeter of your cabinet.

Integrates with your Existing System

The QuikPACK System is easily expandable to meet your
production requirements. Additional stations are a simple
and economical way to meet your growing needs without
a large capital investment.

From This

Simple Inventory Management
Instead of hundreds of box SKU’s for every conceivable size cabinet,
you only need to stock QuikPACK material in four different roll
heights, and the top and bottom trays.

80% Reduction in Warehouse Space

In addition, the QuikPACK material is scored and folds easily to
accommodate any height cabinet.

To This

Ordering Information
QuikPACK System
QuikPACK Workstation
The heart of the system is the QuikPACK workstation,
which dispenses material from the right size roll and
cuts it to the desired length automatically.

Corner Protectors

Corner protectors come in a variety of sizes and styles
to fit any cabinet. Easy to apply and remove, they
prevent damage during shipping and assembly to the
most vulnerable parts of your cabinet.
T-430
T-431
T-432
T-433
T-434
T-435

90° Corner Protector
22.5° Corner Protector
45° Corner Protector
90° Corner Protector, 60mm
90° Corner Protector, 60mm, without wings
135° Corner Protector

Packaging Material Rolls
There are four sizes of QuikPACK rolls available. Each
has 250’ of material in addition to the non-abrasive
poly liner. Rolls are quick and easy to change.

42” Roll

34 1/4” Roll

30” Roll

Flexible On Demand Packaging

Patent Pending

18” Roll

Contact us today to find
out how much time, space,
and money you can save
with the QuikPACK System
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